To study eigenfrequency modes of fluctuating fields at a sphaleron we derive a generalized Levinson theorem of the form n= (Ci(w,. Some numerical analyses with the theorem are made to demonstrate its usefulness to identify all eigenfluctuation modes belonging to discrete-type spectra.
A number of studies!) have revealed that sphalerons might have played an important role in dissipating the baryon number of the universe immediately after the condensation of the weak scale in the cosmic evolution. CalCulation of the dissipation rate demands evaluation of the free energy of a sphaleron at finite temperature, which in turn necessitates to know all spectra of eigenfrequencies, either continuous or discrete, of fluctuating fields at a sphaleron. So far only part of the spectra has been investigated. 2 ) In this paper we are interested in the discrete-type spectra and derive a generalized Levinson theorem useful for their identification. Such discrete spectra correspond to unstable modes of the sphaleron, zero modes related to the symmetry properties of the configuration and possible bound or excited states.
In a previous paper 2 ) it was shown that partial-wave expansions of fluctuating fields yield a series of coupled differential equations to determine eigenmodes. The number of coupled channels in one of such systems is at most seven in a suitable choice of the sphaleron gauge. Moreover, each system is characterized by the quantum numbers IHI and P, where H is the .sum of total angular momentum and custodial isospin: H=L+S+ T and P denotes parity.
These equations are sufficient to calculate all spectra in the weak coupling approximation, i.e., as far as interactions between fluctuating fields are neglected. Although coupled equations are of Schr5dinger-type and all spectra can be obtained by numerical methods, peculiar properties of the potentials prevent us from applying the Levinson theorem in its conventional form.
damping at the infinity. However, use of such a gauge seems to introduce much of extra complication. Indeed, the number of channels within a system of coupled equations would increase up to thirteen and, moreover, the potentials would involve an arbitrary gauge function.
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the Levinson theorem so as to be applicable to fluctuating fields at a sphaleron. The generalized version derived in § 3 can be written as (1·1) Equation (1'1) is applicable to each system of coupled channels. n denotes the number of discrete eigenmodes in one of such systems, Wt the threshold energy of continuum spectra and o(w) the argument of the lost determinant at an energy w.
The LlL-term represents a deviation from the conventional form of the theorem. It originates from the differences between cl:J.annel orbital angular momenta evaluated with the u-and r-gauge, respectively, for the sphaleron background.
Some numerical analyses with Eq. (1·1) are made for the IHI=o channels in § 4.
There the Higgs mass is taken to be equal to the gauge boson mass: mH=mw::::::81 GeV. It is found that there exist one unstable mode and one excited mode in these channels. The former has been studied in I, while the latter is confirmed for the first time in this paper.
It is desired that numerical analyses are extended to the other channels of IHI ~ 1 and 2, as discussed in I, varying the Higgs mass in the range 24 Ge V < mH < 1 Te V. . In above mH::::::24 GeV denotes the experimental lower bound,5) while mH::::::l TeV a theoretical upper bound. 6 ) Such an analysis as well as calculation of the continuum spectra is intended in a forthcoming paper.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In § 2 we derive the effective Lagrangian for fluctuating fields at a sphaleron. The gauge fixing of fluctuating fields is done following a general procedure of Faddeev-Popov.
)
This derivation of effective Lagrangian is more general and transparent compared with the previous one in I, though the final results are in agreement, as it should be. In § 3 a generalized Levinson theorem is proved. Application of the theorem for the IHI=o channels is made in § 4, where discussion on the results as well as a useful formula to evaluate the continuum spectra is also included. In Appendix A detailed expressions of the coupled differential equations for the IHI=O channels are summarized and in Appendix B some technical points for proving the theorem are elucidated. The sphaleron is a static solution of the classical Euler-Lagrange equations. In the r-gauge rj w;a(r)=O it is written as
where j( r) and h( r) were first estimated by Klinkhamer and Manton. S ) Note that the field configurations slowly approach the vacuum values at r=OO with a l/rbehavior. On the other hand, in the u-gauge they are effectively confined inside a region r -::;. mw. However, we prefer the r-gauge to the u-gauge, since the resulting potentials are regular at r=O.
To study the fluctuations of a sphaleron we introduce the fluctuating fields xpa, cp and 7]0,1,2,3: In order to distinguish between physical modes and gauge modes we must fix the gauge of the fluctuating fields and introduce the Faddeev-Popov ghost term to compensate the gauge modes. We follow the standard procedure of Faddeev-Popov.
We choose the following gauge-fixing term: We restrict ourselves to the quadratic terms in fluctuating fields in Eq. (2 0 8). This implies a weak coupling approximation, since all interactions between fluctuating fields are neglected. It can be justified if the condensation of weak coupling scale is indeed second-order phase transition.
g )
A convenient choice of gauge parameter'; is ';=1 (note that gauge-invariant quantity must be independent of ,;). Then it can be seen that all spectra relevant to the xoa(x)-fields are exactly cancelled by the half of the ghost contribution. The rest of the lagrangian is in agreement with the results in I and is given by Poincare's theorem 10 ) ensures that any solution of Eq. (3·1) is an analytic function with respect to the variable w, provided that the boundary conditions are specified by analytic functions of w. In order to prove a generalized Levinson theorem we need additional analytic properties of the solutions, which we now elucidate. In order to avoid cumbersome notations we put mW=mH=m. Necessary modifications for the case mw-=i=mH will be mentioned at the end of the section, First, let us obtain s independent regular solutions qJ(a)( r) in the finite interval 10: O~ r ~ rmax, by imposing the following boundary conditions at r =0:
If the potentials are absent, these solutions would be The irregular solutions can be determined by the integral equations: After these preparations we now express rp(a)( r) as a linear combination of irregular solutions for rEIonL", and for real w in the region WtSW<OO: 3), 4) where 1jf+(f3)(r, w) is characterized by the asymptotic condition (3·16)
Note that it is regarded as an analytic continuation of 1jf-(P)(r, w), since 1jf+(f3)(r, w)= 1jf-(P)(r, e-i 7r: w ).
(3·17) 
From Eq. (3·18) and the analytic properties of rp(a) and (k)IP1jf-(P) it follows that .d(w)
is analytic in the lower half part of the complex w-plane. N ow consider the following integral along a semi-circle shown in Fig. 1: 3 LlL={-1 for the X-lJ even parity channels, + 1 for the X-lJ odd parity channels.
These in conjunction with Eq. (1·1) show that there exists one djscrete mode in the X-lJ even parity channels and another in the odd parity channels. Numerical analysis in I has already revealed that the odd parity channels have one unstable mode at o;z= -2.3 mw z . On the other hand, a possible discrete mode in the even parity channels was confirmed for the first time in this work , although numerical analysis in I gave some indication. We found that the excited mode has an energy 0;=0.90
Xmw.
In order to calculate the free energy of the sphaleron we need to know continuum spectra'in addition to discrete ones. This can be done by imposing the boundary conditions ~aCa(l)(a)(R)=O at sufficiently large r=R. The coefficients Ca are required not to vanish simultaneously. For the two-channel (even parity) case this condition can be expressed for the general case mw=l=mH as
where the S-matrix is diagonalized with an orthogonal matrix 0' as follows: (4 ·4) Similar expressions can be derived for other chamiels. Numerical application of Eq. (4·3) will be given in a forthcoming paper.
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Appendix A
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We show that the series in Eq. (3·7) is absolutely and uniformly convergent in the interval 10 for any (f) with 1m (f)::;;;O. The n-th term of the series is
Putting K= -Imk we note that there exist positive constants C and D such that It can be seen that this inequality yields Eq. (3·8).
Next, in order to see analytic properties of the irregular solutions, it is convenient to transform Eq. (3'12) as follows:
ijr-(P)(r, w)= ffro-(P)(r, w)-l= tier, r')[ V](r') ijr-(P)(r', w)dr' ,
where
ijr-(P)(r, w)= OIJf-(P)(r, w), ijro-(P)(r, w)= OlJfo-(P)(r, w) and [V]= OVO T •
The n-th term by iteration of Eq. 
